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April 9: Screaming Buy 
 
I don’t give investment advice, but seek to inform and entertain about lithium battery material 
equity Rock Music.  Consider me a bit of a rock concert promoter. And blogger about topics of 
political interest, like up and coming Rock Star Neal Simon, Independent to defeat partisan 
Democrat Ben Cardin for a very important US Senate seat in Maryland this November. 

 
Good Interview! https://freewheelus.com/interview-neal-simon-maryland/ 

 
 #simon4senate    nealsimon.com  

--- 
You are free to interpret this issue’s Screaming Buy headline however you like, but I write it as a 
proposed name for a multi-artist, Lithium Super Group Album and Tour coming soon to the streets, 
offices, bars, and conference halls in New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, London, Hong Kong 
and elsewhere every month this year.   
 
I have some high school friends in the concert-promotion business through which John Popper and 
Blues Traveler established a meaningful presence in my musical Bibliography as I graduated college 
in 1990 and entered my first job. John founded the H.O.R.D.E. Festival in the early 90s which 
featured, among others, The Spin Doctors, Dave Mathews Band, Phish and a group which has 
made its presence felt as 2018 Lithium Equities’ Opening Act: Widespread Panic: 

 
If you see something that looks like a star 
And it's shooting up out of the ground… 

 
…The percentage you're paying is too high a price 

While you're living beyond all your means 
And the man in the suit has just bought a new car  

From the profit he's made on your dreams… 
 

…If I gave you everything that I owned and asked for nothing in return 
Would you do the same for me as I would for you? 

Or take me for a ride, and strip me of everything including my pride 
But spirit is something that no one destroys… 

 

Great cover of Traffic’s Low Spark of High Heeled Boys 2007: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsSLdzPdbs8 

 

https://freewheelus.com/interview-neal-simon-maryland/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsSLdzPdbs8
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PANIC is perhaps overstated – for those 35 and over who experienced the wealth destruction of 
the Global Financial Crisis first hand. Or mid-life crisis Gen-Xers like me who also experienced 
ample financial crises throughout the 1990s.   
 
Emerging Markets are among the riskiest asset classes in the world.  Commodities too. I’ve spent 
my entire 25+ year career living these worlds. 1997 Thai Baht, 1998 Russia & LTCM, the list goes on 
and on. 
 
Lithium equities I truly believe are Specialty Chemical stocks tied to super high growth disruptive 
Future Mobility and Energy Storage thematic, and thus worthy of super high multiples. But, rife 
with China, Chile, Argentina, Korea and elsewhere, I recognize they are also prone to Emerging 
Market Stock risk. And Commodity Stock Risk.  
 
And, on the pre-production, pre-revenue end of the spectrum, like biotech stocks, super high 
volatility.  Exacerbated by far more ETF, passive funds flows and robotic algorithmic trading, and to 
a degree, greater fool retail speculation on the ASX in particular. But much less so by professional 
active fund managers.  
 
Lithium equities’ opacity provides great opportunity to have an edge in deciphering fact from 
fiction. There’s still a big role for Human Intelligence in self-directed investing to make personal 
killings and active fund management to generate true Alpha. 
 
Relative valuations that don’t seem to make any sense – like super high market caps for a highly 
improbable lithium project in infrastructure-starved poster child for Sovereign Risk, DRC, co-exist 
with far more probable ones in places like North Carolina, Quebec, Sonora that trade at deep 
discounts. 
 
Speaking of North Carolina, Paul Ensor on Seeking Alpha, who called Lithium Americas and 
Piedmont Lithium early, wrote an update on Piedmont last week: 
 

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4161403-piedmont-lithium-busy-months-ahead-full-
nasdaq-listing-day-now 

 
And Piedmont provided a further detailed 10-page operational update, along with the first 
metallurgical results -  initial flotation test work indicates spodumene concentrate grades 
exceeding 6.0% Li20 and less than 1.0% Fe2O3. 
 

https://t.co/hCMHXxMB17 
 

 
 
 

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4161403-piedmont-lithium-busy-months-ahead-full-nasdaq-listing-day-now
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4161403-piedmont-lithium-busy-months-ahead-full-nasdaq-listing-day-now
https://t.co/hCMHXxMB17
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I recently updated my LinkedIn profile: 
 

 
 
The depth and speed of the YTD lithium equity correction – Velocitility -- is a bit of a shock in a very 
strong economy unlike any we’ve experienced in many years. And a secular thematic for lithium 
that is far stronger today than it was six months ago, twelve months ago and further back. If not 
Panic, lithium equities are certainly experiencing Widespread Paranoia. Lithium Spin Doctors, like 
me, might characterize Q1 as Superman Lithium with: 
 

Jimmy Olson’s Blues - a Pocket Full of Kryptonite: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re7oTQnih-0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re7oTQnih-0
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A true “crisis,” or worse, a “Black Swan Event” is certainly possible, but meaningfully improbable. 
And if it were to occur, it would be of a geopolitical misstep, rather than a hidden 
economic/financial problem. Our ever-growing budget deficit is certainly a time-bomb, but I don’t 
see it exploding in the next 5-10 years.  I’m an optimist, like Trump CNBC celebrity Chief Economist 
Larry Kudlow, and think we may start seeing 5% GDP figures for at least a period of time. Imagine 
how strong equity market sentiment would be with the USA putting up near-China-like GDP 
growth. 2019? 

Six Month Anniversaries 
 

Given School Holidays over the past Easter/Passover week, I decided instead of Monthly Mr. 
Market, to focus this issue on the 6-month anniversary of September 7, 2017’s SQM’s Standing 
Room Only “Lithium is King for 10-15 Years” Investor Day in New York. Along with other 100 mph 
market tailwinds – exceptionally low volatility market + Trump Economic Agenda tax cuts, de-
regulation – SQM Investor Day was perhaps the transition point of Elliot Wave 2 to Elliot Wave 3 in 
Lithium 2.0, which began in late 2015.  

Elliot Waves 1 – 5 

 
 
That same week in September, I launched the re-branded Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) and 
corresponding website, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts… 
 

Follow Me on Twitter!   https://twitter.com/HowardKlein10 
 

Follow Me on LinkedIn!  https://www.linkedin.com/in/howardklein/ 
 

 
Genesis: Follow You, Follow Me 

 1978:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9zj11gf9Qk 
 
 

https://twitter.com/HowardKlein10
https://www.linkedin.com/in/howardklein/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9zj11gf9Qk
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I’ve talked about 2017 Lithium Heaven turning into 2018-2019, Lithium Nirvana. Like Nasdaq 1999, 
the early stage of the Energy Storage revolution.  
 

The Artist Formerly Known as Prince  

 
Party Like it’s 1999: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rblt2EtFfC4 

 
 
Q1 2018 Velocitility is NOT Lithium Nirvana, Nevermind. It’s perhaps Elliot Wave 4, the Correcting 
Wave, before Wave 5, the Most Powerful Leg Up.   
 
A high Beta lithium melt-up, within a broader market melt-up like Jeremy Grantham’s of GMO 
forecast three months ago. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-03/gmo-s-grantham-says-stocks-could-be- 
heading-for-a-melt-up 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rblt2EtFfC4
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The Total Lithium Investable Universe I’ve been tracking since September is at $42.3B, up only 
$3.3B (+8.5%) from $39B on Smooth Operator SQM’s Investor Day. Time to sharpen your pencil! 
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Low lights from some high flyers 
 
ALB down 34%, ORE down 41%, LAC down 53%, NMX down 52%, BCN down 41%, ML and NLC 
down 51%. CRE down 46%. 

 
LIT, the Global X Lithium & Battery Tech ETF is down only down 20% from high and its volatility YTD 
much lower. I will say later some surprisingly good things about that which I’ve called Dim LIT last 
September. 
 
SQM relatively stronger, down only 20% and MIN only 22%. 
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Greed or Fear? 
 

Greed 
 
Lithium equity fundamentals are exceptionally strong. China’s pedal-to-metal twin pursuit to 
reduce pollution with global leadership in future mobility and energy storage will continue to 
provide EV-like torque to all things lithium consumptive. 
 
I wrote in last week’s Lithium-ion Bull how the CEOs of Albemarle and FMC Lithium – two of the 
most relevant and knowledgeable lithium producers -- forecast 12% EV penetration by 2025 which 
should translate into a 4-5X increase in demand for lithium chemicals in just 7 years.  The 
consultancy McKinsey looked five years further ahead, suggesting 25% global EV penetration with 
33% in the biggest markets of China, EU and the US. 
 

https://stockhead.com.au/resources/mass-produced-low-cost-mid-size-electric-
cars-are-almost-here-mckinsey/ 

 
Such rapid growth supports the notion that current producers and perhaps a dozen lucky future 
producers of lithium chemicals should continue to trade at above-average EBITDA today and, that 
by 2025, there’s scope to trade at even higher multiples as the true growth Tipping Point mass EV 
adoption will happen from then.  
 
Those who worried in January about paying 20X EBITDA for SQM or ALB thinking they were trading 
then at “peak pricing” are wrong, in my opinion. We won’t approach peak pricing for 5+ years or 
more. But more importantly, earnings and cash flow growth across the Lithium Investable Universe 
will be enormous as volumes grow 4X at sustainably high or rising prevailing lithium prices. 
 
SQM has been a bit more resilient than ALB and now trades at a premium, something I’ve argued 
should be the case as SQM’s lithium assets and growth strategy are better than ALB’s and so are its 
non-lithium businesses.  In the event, SQM and ALB are now trading at only ~10X EV/EBITDA. 
Dividend paying. Strong Balance Sheet. Value Stocks. 
 
For those Lithium Poker Players since 2015, some real money has been made. A good streak. 
Diversification is important. Many socked winnings away and are playing with House Money.  Those 
who observed and learned the game from afar, it’s time for your Buy-in. 
 
We are at the World Series of Lithium Poker, now. Texas Hold ‘Em style.  Be careful which hands 
you play, but get ready to play them, as Trump might say, Big League. This may indeed be Elliot 
Wave 4 – which could last for weeks, months, possibly through the Election, but could also shift at 
any moment. Watch carefully for signs for just the right time to go “all-in” to Elliot Wave 5. But be 
mindful of a large supply of equity from FMC Lithium, Ganfeng, Tianqi that could produce some 
overhang in the short-term, but enhanced investor knowledge and participation across the lithium 
investment universe over the medium term.  
 
A short squeeze in lithium markets will come eventually and may even be underway.  
  

https://stockhead.com.au/resources/mass-produced-low-cost-mid-size-electric-cars-are-almost-here-mckinsey/
https://stockhead.com.au/resources/mass-produced-low-cost-mid-size-electric-cars-are-almost-here-mckinsey/
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Fear 
 

Tesla crash 

 
 

Tesla’s Response:  https://www.tesla.com/blog/update-last-week’s-accident 
 

Moody's Downgrade: 
 

"The negative outlook reflects the likelihood that Tesla will have to undertake a large, near-term capital 
raise in order to refund maturing obligations and avoid a liquidity short-fall…. 

 
 

https://www.tesla.com/blog/update-last-week's-accident
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Fear: Is Trump MAD? 
 

Friday 5PM, April 6, 2018 – Wall Street Journal Online 
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Bull in the China Shop 
 
Within days of Trump’s election, I spoke to one of the earliest Lithium seers and financiers – 
another American globalist Gen-X, but who had far more relevant, practical and marketable 
experience starting an advisory firm in China, than my apprenticeship in 1993 Budapest. Advised 
Ganfeng in the early days. 
 
We bonded as those with common business backgrounds, political interests, and friends in various 
geographies. And, as not Trump supporters, but definitive Clinton greatly dis-likers. We agreed that 
much of Trump’s uncouth bluster is the Deal Art - keeping his opponents off-balance.  The Bull in 
the China Shop. Scare with bombast. Quietly backchannel and negotiate a better deal. Watch what 
Trump does, not what he says.  Trump’s not wrong that the playing field with China is largely un-
level. 
 
Mueller catching small fish - but not the big Whale - and uncertain mid-term ‘will GOP hold House 
and Senate?’ elections will likely distract us until November. As will Stormy Daniels $130,000 
payment and perhaps other non-Bimbo Eruptions? 
 
But I suspect by then, today’s worst-case-scenario prognosticators will have been proven to be 
overly worrisome. And with Independent Neal Simon in the Senate and whoever is in Congress 
from 2018, there will be motivation to pass legislation that further stimulates economic growth 
ahead of 2020 Elections cycle. 
 
But November is 8 long months away. 
 

To Russia, Without Love 
 
For all the Trump as Putin pawn worries, his Administration has taken very substantive, bold 
actions, without advertising it or the press covering it. 60 diplomats (spies). Now Putin cronygarchs, 
including, of commodity relevance, aluminum billionaire Oleg Deripaska and his companies: 
 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-targets-russian-oligarchs-in-new-sanctions-1523018826 
 
Russian relations may be at a low since the Cold War. But the Balance of Power is materially more 
in the USA’s favor. Peace through Weakness led to Crimea and Syria, which we were again 
reminded with another chemical attack. Russia being kicked out of the G-8, many years after they 
were un-deservedly but symbolically added to the G-7 in 1997 under Bill Clinton Administration, a 
period which witnessed significant NATO expansion and EU integration of central European 
economies formerly in USSR’s Sphere of Influence. Bush 41’s New World Order. The Good ‘Ol 
Days… 
 
The Russia/US Bi-polar world disintegrated with the fall of the Berlin Wall. Russia’s fortunes since 
have been largely a function of fossil-fuel economy booms and busts.  
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Disorder Bi-Polar  
 
Trump may or may not be MAD. He may or may not be Bi-polar, in which case he should be well 
aware of #lithium. 
 
But a more profound Disorder Bi-Polar is underway. I have no doubt that a China/US Bi-polar world 
is emerging.  But it’s unclear to me where on the Balance of Power spectrum are USA and China 
today? 
 
I see the current trade skirmish as a test.  
 
Didn’t Trump suggest earlier in his Administration if Xi helped with North Korea, he may go softer 
on trade? He’s commended them on their helpfulness, as the FT recently showed and LINKED IN 
INFLUENCER Mohamed El-Erian shared last week: 
 

 
 
This is what has reined in Rocket Man of late, and motivated interest in a potential Trump Summit. 
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Is last week’s daily tit-for-tat with China our generation’s Bi-Polar MAD? – Mutually Assured 
Destruction? 
 

• Kennedy/Kruschchev: Cuban MISSLE Crisis  

• Trump/Jinping: China MAGA Crisis 
 

My nine-year old, increasingly aware of material goods, asked “why is everything Made in China?” 
 
I hope the Trump/Jinping escalation is purely for domestic political purposes – benefits both men 
to be seen standing up to the other? Perhaps I’m wearing rose-colored glasses on that one. 
 
Could Trump incentivize leading edge companies like China’s CATL to build factories in the USA? In 
the form of 50:50 joint ventures with US start-ups founded by ex-Tesla executives to enhance 
technology transfer?  Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery… 
 
My approach to the Trump Trade MADness?  This is NOT Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon…Yet. 

 
Side One, Song One: Speak to Me 

 
I've been mad for fucking years, absolutely years,  

Been over the edge for yonks,  
Been working me buns off for bands 

 
I've always been mad, I know I've been mad,  

Like the most of us, very hard to explain why you're mad,  
Even if you're not mad 

 
Side One, Song Two Breathe (in the Air) 

 
As my yoga instructor says, and Xi Jinping is promising his citizens… 

 
Breathe, breathe in the air… 

 
…For long you live and high you fly 

And smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry 
And all you touch and all you see 

Is all your life will ever be… 
 

Yoga. Breathe. 

 
Sun Rising on 2018-2019 #Lithium… 
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Recall Pink Floyd’s most popular song on this most popular album is Money. Side Two, Song One. 
 
Which comes BEFORE US & Them, Brain Damage & Eclipse.  
 
So we have “On the Run,” “Time” and “The Great Gig in the Sky” ahead of us before we get to “Money”. 
 

Final Lyrics? 
 

“There is no Dark Side of the Moon, really. Matter of Fact, it’s all Dark” 
 

“In the long-run, we are all dead” – John Maynard Keynes. 
 

In the medium-term, #lithium Money. 
 

But also from Keynes: 
 “Markets can remain irrational, longer than you can remain solvent” 

--- 
The concept of “face” is very important in China, much more so than Russia. I don’t believe we 
should expect Trump to pursue a Xi “blink” like Russia’s Kruschchev, but I’m confident we’ll get 
more than the NOTHING that we’ve received from our NAFTA bluster so far, while finding some 
ways for China to save face. 
 
It’s a leap to compare a Trade War to Nuclear missiles in Cuba. But then again Xi is helping with 
Rocket Man in North Korea. And Trump has sort of linked the two, for which even Ian Bremmer has 
given Trump credit. 
 

Bull in the China Shop. The Art of the Deal.  Most Probable 
 

Black Swan Trade/Nuclear Armageddon. Not Impossible, Highly Unlikely 
 

 
What – Me Worry? 
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The Hot Hand 
 

So, who should we invite to the Screaming Buy Lithium Super Group Album and Rock Festival? 
 
I will address that question after a short digression to a theory published in 1985 and popularized 
during my late 1988 college Economics class at The University of Michigan. A year later the 
Wolverines went on to win the NCAA Championship. The “Hot Hand Fallacy in Basketball”. 
 
As bad luck would have it, I was doing my semester abroad in London and, Broke Gen-Xer at the 
time, could not fly back to join the fun in Ann Arbor and instead experienced Michigan’s 1989 
victory through USA Today newspaper clippings and a call from a High Street Kensington phone 
booth to my hungover housemates the next day. 
 
A few months later when the semester ended, I took the opportunity for summer travel to Europe, 
which included some days and cities with Neal Simon, who had spent his junior semester abroad in 
Israel, at Tel Aviv University.  Apropos to my lithium and Neal Simon bullishness, we happened to 
visit Pamplona, Spain together, during Running with the Bulls: 
 

 
Summer, 1989 

--- 
The Year of the Hot Handed Wildcat, not Wolverine 

 
Anyone watching Villanova defeat Michigan in 2018’s NCAA Finals last Monday implicitly 
understands that the “Hot Hand in Basketball” is true. Off the bench,  
 

“Donte DiVincenzo erupts for a career-high 31 points as Villanova dominates Michigan 
79-62 for their second National Championship in three years.” 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vmzyiYJX2s 

Donte DiVincenzo EPIC Full Highlights vs Michigan (2018 March Madness) - 31 Pts, 5 Threes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vmzyiYJX2s
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Conventional Wisdom is that that the “Hot Hand” is a “Fallacy” for Investing, but, like most things 
these days that we think we know, I learned, through the magic of some Google research and self-
teaching, that the esteemed Stanford Business School has recently revisited this topic and suggests that 
the Hot Hand is possible, and applicable to financial investment behavior. 
 

https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/jeffrey-zwiebel-why-hot-hand-may-be-real-after-all 
 

Why would business professors jump into a sports debate? Because the "hot-hand 
fallacy" has become a staple in arguments by supporters of behavioral economics to 
argue that individuals can be irrational. For example, the behaviorists have argued that 
investors often get lured into bad decisions by seeing patterns that aren't real. According 
to the behaviorists, investors make a wide range of cognitive mistakes that range from 
overconfidence in their own abilities to a tendency to over-react to news. 

--- 
The Lithium-ion Bull has missed some great lithium trades on the ASX in particular, and has had 
imperfect timing in some cases. But these have been far outweighed by the long-bias and long-
term focus, superior stock selection and timing successes, including one top tick.  On balance, a 
pretty hot hand. 
 
In July 2017, I gave a Presentation at the 121 Conference in New York. Some slides: 
 

 

https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/jeffrey-zwiebel-why-hot-hand-may-be-real-after-all
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By September SQM Investor Day I was “all-in,” zero cash. 
 
Some differences today from last July’s presentation is the Hyper Growth – the Goldman/Deutsche 
Consensus 2025 of 535K, has been displaced by 800-900K as the “new normal”. In other words, 
consensus lithium growth is 50% higher than estimated just nine months ago. Informed consensus 
opinion on 2025 Lithium Pricing (that is, not Air Supply) is that 12K is probably conservative. SQM’s 
$13.5K is as good an indicator compared to the $10-12K I used last year.  
 

Commodity Investing 101: Commodity Equities Follow Commodity Prices 
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At the start of this year, I shared the following snapshots. 
 

 
 

I also held almost zero cash at year end. 
 

I have notably more cash today, after-tax.  
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The World Series of Lithium Poker 
 

I’ll be missing the Shanghai Industrial Minerals Conference next month, but very much look 
forward and plan to arrive early to Las Vegas in June and visit the poker tables.  Texas Hold ‘Em 
enables looks at 7 cards. American Lucky 7 or Chinese Lucky Number 8 seems the right number of 
acts for the Screaming Buy Lithium Greatest Hits Album and Tour, though it’s possible to squeeze a 
David Letterman Top 10, with 22 minutes each side of a vinyl record.  
 
With YTD declines, it’s fairly easy again to separate wheat from the chaff. De-risked and Deep Value 
vs. Fair Value vs. GARP. And over-valued speculations. 
 
I have a lot of opinions and, with partners, great models and insights on the most institutionally 
investable lithium equities, and many of the higher and lower quality speculations. I will write in 
coming weeks more stock specific analysis about a number of the below. Meatime, if what I say in 
the Lithium-ion Bull leaves you yearning for more, feel free to:  
 

 
Email or LinkedIn’s a good way to start. 

---- 
 Top Candidates for the Screaming Buy Lithium Greatest Hits Album and Tour! 

 
American Lucky 7 

 
Sade’s Smooth Operator $SQM 

 
Jimi Hendrix’s Foxy Lady $MIN 

 
Led Zeppelin/Lynyrd Skynyrd Americas $LAC  

 
The WHO’s Bargain, Long Live Rock KiDs are alRitght $KDR 

 
RESPECT Godfather of Soul $AJM 

 
Bruce Springsteen’s Born in the USA and Born to Run $PLLLY $PLL 

 
Soft Rock Paul Simon and Van Morrison’s Brown Eyed Girl Bacanora $BCN 
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Chinese Lucky 8 or Letterman’s Top 10? – which to choose? 
 

Watching $ALB, $NMX, $PLS 
 

Scenes from an Argentine Restaurant, $ML, $NLC and one new one for me, $AAL 
 

Free Lunches at $NMT 
 

$FMC Lithium, #Ganfeng IPOs 
 

Mea Culpa on Red Barchetta, TAW. I’ve also switched from Dim to Bright LIT… Read on. 
 
Another Jim Cramer investment theory is to stick with those bucking a down-trend, which might 
argue for Global Geosciences and Argosy.  As with TAW below, I will continue to miss these trades 
for now, but keep watching. 
 

 

 
Screaming Buy Cover Art? 

 
 

AGAIN, NOTHING IN THE LITHIUM-ION BULL IS INVESTMENT ADVICE.  
 

THIS IS INFOTAINMENT.  
 

DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH.   
 

READ DISCLAIMER 
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Mea Culpa #1: Tawana Resources, TAW 
 

Stealing material not for the first or last time from Mr. Lithium Joe Lowry and going into a Robert 
Duvall confessional, a mea culpa from me on Tawana and Bald Hill, which I previously characterized 
as Red Bull based on corporate governance hair I researched about their Singapore-listed JV 
partner and Hong Kong-listed off-take partner. I still have some concerns there, and those 
shareholders will now be amongst TAW shareholders, which will be dually listed on ASX and SGX.  
The merger makes sense, similar to GXY/GMM in 2016, as I suggested a few weeks ago. 
 
In addition to corporate governance, I also felt the capex numbers to full production were too low. 
And as much as anything, the TAW team seemed to be in too much of a RUSH and I was concerned 
about potential corner-cutting. Cam Henry, CEO of PRIMERO, which is handling TAW’s critical 
Dense Media Separation (DMS) unit, reassured me on the quality of the Bald Hill asset and 
construction and commissioning plan.  In a very niche industry with limited skills, PRIMERO is one 
of the few groups with strong credentials. They helped lead the turnaround at Galaxy’s Mt. Cattlin 
among other successes. 
 
The recent AUD 50M equity raise at both TAW and Alliance show I was right on the need for 
additional capital to get into full production, but this shouldn’t matter too much so long as Tawana 
produces the 150K tons of spodumene at even 3rd or 4th quartile costs and they should do a better 
than that.  
 
Spodumene prices well in excess of the $800 that Burwill and TAW agreed for two years somewhat 
allays my concerns about Burwill’s balance sheet and counterparty risk.  But I still don’t see what 
they bring to the table. The bigger confidence boost is the “harassment” TAW and other 
spodumene producers I spoke with in February who said #MeToo about the increasingly larger and 
more established Chinese enterprises in aggressive pursuit to get in bed: 
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Which brings me to a band I’ve had several requests for, most recently at an Eight Capital party at 
PDAC. TAW with PRIMERO are in a RUSH, but that’s OK. They’ll get it right. What I considered 
formerly as Red Bull Tawana I’m now nicknaming Red Barchetta:   
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIZ73q9M-Gk 
 

Suddenly ahead of me, across the mountainside 
A gleaming alloy air-car shoots towards me, two lanes wide 

I spin around with shrieking tires, to run the deadly race 
Go screaming through the valley as another joins the chase 

Drive like the wind 
Straining the limits of machine and man 

Laughing out loud 
With fear and hope, I’ve got a desperate plan 

At the one-lane bridge 
I leave the giants stranded… 

 
But, with small JORC resource and initial short mine life, my sense is it is not cheap relative to other 
spodumene hard rock alternatives. A capital raise is underway and the merger won’t close until 
October. I feel I’ve missed this trade for now, but it’s certainly worth watching, in particular as an 
M&A target once the merger’s complete and we get further updates on Bald Hill ramp and 
resource updates. 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIZ73q9M-Gk
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Mea Culpa #2 – Bright LIT 
 
Dear Global X, 
 
I am writing to follow up on my September 22 Seeking Alpha open letter, which commended you as 
a pioneer in the thematic ETF space, but took you to task on your approach with LIT. 
 

https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/38776276-lithium-ion-bull-foresdt-hills/5045571-dim-lit 
 
Your non-pursuit of a pure-play commodity lithium ETF, similar to your Copper or Uranium ETF, I’ve 
come to appreciate, may be the right way to go. Lithium is not a traditional mining commodity. It’s 
a Specialty Chemical that is integral in virtually every battery-fueled Future Mobility and Energy 
Storage thematic. This latter Mobility and Storage element, captured in 50% of your fund allocation 
to “Battery Tech” is a smart one – certainly from the perspective of ensuring a large enough 
Investment Universe to accommodate now $1B AUM, but could grow to $3-5B. 
 
LIT’s general volatility and decline from 52-high were substantially smaller than the blue-est chip 
lithium names and provided some calm in the YTD storm. This made up for LIT’s significant 
underperformance in upside volatile Q4, but on balance a decent risk-adjusted return.  
 
I appreciate that a month after publicizing broadly my free business advice, you made significant 
changes to the index, substantially in line with my suggestions about FMC, ALB and AJM. You 
should still include Mineral Resources and perhaps a few other advanced developers like Kidman 
Resources that have institutional following and partnerships and $500M+ market caps.  And you 
should really figure out how to trade  China A shares shares and include the Ganfeng, Tianqi and 
the BYDs and CATLs of the world. Competition is coming from China specialists like of Krane Shares’ 
KARS ETF. 
 
I believe a pure-play lithium ETF or broader battery materials ETF will eventually be launched and 
the market can certainly accommodate two or more passive lithium-focused products. 
 
On balance, LIT is a good vehicle for investors comfortable trading shares on US Exchanges who can 
get instant diversification to 50% of the highest margin part of the supply change – lithium 
producers and advanced developers -- while also gaining exposure to their down-stream customers 
and partners. 
 
  

https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/38776276-lithium-ion-bull-forest-hills/5045571-dim-lit
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Closing Thoughts. And Nemaska and Mineral Resources 
 

In the first ever Lithium Bull nearly 16 months ago, in January 2017, I suggested 7 Lithium 
developers could get financed last year. Nemaska, Bacanora and Galaxy’s Sal da Vida are quite a bit 
later than planned, which combined with ORE’s inconsistency… 
 

 
 
…should continue to encourage Air Supply listeners to switch the dial and tune into Classic Vinyl at 
Lithium-ion Bull.  LAC, PLS, AJM, NAL all got funded last year and are in construction.  
 
I didn’t talk much about MIN’s Wodgina and knew nothing of Tawana or much about AMG and 
Sigma in Brazil 16 months ago, but they have become important parts of the higher cost hard rock 
supply coming very soon.   
 
But don’t worry, as outlined above, consensus 2025 lithium demand forecasts are today 50% higher 
than they were just 9 months ago.  
 
This secular Bull has legs… 
 
Watch the Thrilla in the Pilbara – Mineral Resources/Atlas Iron Ore merger is a bit of a non-surprise, 
surprise – I’ve suggested a Fortescue-like New Force in Lithium could emerge here.  PLS’s Ken 
Brinsden is ex AGO. MIN/AGO and MIN/PLS and PLS/AGO are already meaningfully entrenched 
with shareholdings, service contracts and DSO.  
 
Consolidation here could allay worries of lack of discipline in spodumene production – potentially 
too much of the good Li Fe in Pilbara from iron ore dirt moving mentality. 
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I also referenced in that Inaugural January 2017 Bull a November 2016 $1.5B financing package for 
Sirius Minerals as an analogue I thought we might see for Lithium Equity Developers. Sirius’s 
market cap was $500M at the time it raised $1.5B: 
 

 
 

Over nearly 18 months, Sirius is up about 50% from the price of that financing, for a fertilizer product far 
less sexy than lithium today. 
 
Nemaska missed their end March guidance to secure full funding, but announced “advances in its 
lithium project financing endeavors” for its ~USD 800M Capex. 
 

http://www.nemaskalithium.com/en/investors/press-releases/2018/1e36b811-0237-477a-adaf-
88576d586f59/ 

 

• “Non-binding” Term Sheet for $150M Streaming Facility 

• “Advanced Discussions” for arrangements to secure Project Debt 

• A CAD 500M Shelf Registration for Equity Issuance 
 
Of greater interest was that Nemaska, which has brought in Western Brands Johnson Matthey and 
FMC, but for small dollars, has now brought bluest of Blue-chip Japanese Investor, Softbank for 
slightly more dollars. 
 

http://www.nemaskalithium.com/en/investors/press-releases/2018/1e36b811-0237-477a-adaf-88576d586f59/
http://www.nemaskalithium.com/en/investors/press-releases/2018/1e36b811-0237-477a-adaf-88576d586f59/
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What in the world is Mr Son thinking that the people at Kleiner Perkins and the rest of Sand Hill 
Road haven’t figured out?   Will this investment suddenly open up other blue chip VCs? 
 

 
 
I think it’s “disruption”. Nemaska has a proprietary process. “Never been done before” is often a 
deal killer in non-innovative mining investment mindset.  But “disruptive proprietary process” in 
Sofbank VC-land mindset is Nirvana.  I sense Mr. Son and his team knows not too much about 
lithium processing, but for them to propose to invest a drop in the bucket CAD 99M as part of 
“accelerating the Mobile Revolution… the fusion of technology and energy storage,” looks like 
buying a cheap option – at CAD 1.12, 50% below recent highs.  
 
Softbank’s investment is highly contingent, so it appears that Nemaska has announced that they’ve 
received a strong cornerstone equity order and will continue to piece together and bed down the 
streaming deal, the project finance deal and the rest of the equity. 
 
Going back to Sirius, Gina Reinhardt did the same, but writing a more substantive $300M check in 
form of royalty and equity investment.  I have been a long-term observer and rooter from the back 
seats for Nemaska. I am impressed by Softbank. But there are a number of more pieces to go.  
 

 
Talented Guy 
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Meantime, SQM has a very easy time raising low cost money and has a very un-levered balance 
sheet. 

 
 
Lithium equity fundamentals are very strong.  
 
If you, like me, are investing for a time-frame, say, to finance kids’ college (5 years) or retirement 
(hopefully 5, probably 20 – by choice!), you should be salivating. While it is certainly possible there 
are more shoes to drop and further market leg downs – we are far from true crisis/distress – risk/ 
reward today with the Lithium Super Group Greatest Hits is quite good, in my opinion.  
 
Watch the tape carefully, and get ready at some stage over the next weeks and months to heed 
Larry Kudlow’s MAD Money buddy:  
 

A Recipe for Dip? 

 
 

Buy, Buy, Buy:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLANLzerfa0 
 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLANLzerfa0
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Coming Soon…That Deaf Dumb and Blind Kid, Sure Plays a Mean Pinball! 
 

Summer Concerts in Forest Hills and elsewhere! 
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Disclaimer 

 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK 

Equity Advisors, LLC. I may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital 

raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, 

remuneration for services from those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective 

partners, directors, shareholders, and employees may hold stock, options or warrants in issuers 

mentioned herein and may make purchases and/or sales from time to time, subject, of course, 

to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. The information 

contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes 

an offer nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any securities. 
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